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Gray Level Co-occurrence matrices (GLCMs) are commonplace in image analysis, heavily utilised
for texture analysis and commonplace in medical imaging and the classification of images using
artificial intelligence methods. In this process images are dimension-reduced to a number of graylevels and then histograms counting the co-occurrence of neighboring pixel values are generated.
These histograms are then analysed through the calculation of metrics such as Haralick texture
features to capture properties of the image.
We propose that this mathematical technique can be extended to non-image objects. Any network with node weights such as genetic fitness landscapes which encode a growth rate or fitness in
mutational space or a protein or gene interaction networks with expression levels for the protein
or gene at each node can be thought of as a network with weighted nodes. We hypothesize that
the calculation of Haralick features on such objects can convey information about the ”texture” for
example the ruggedness or topology of such networks or landscapes and thus the nature of the system. We present the results of this method on NK fitness landscapes (which are ”tunably rugged”)
and show that these measures convey information about the ruggedness of the landscape, we also
demonstrate the method on a small protein-protein interaction network. This work is united as
the package CoOccurR, an R package for the conversion of network objects with node weights to
co-occurrence matrices and the subsequent calculation of Haralick features such as contrast, energy,
entropy, autocorrelation and homogeneity. This package contains the ability for the user to vary
discretization methods.

